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ABSTRACT: Ultrathin liquid films play a critical role in
numerous engineering applications. Although crucial to the
design and application of ultrathin liquid films, the physical
mechanisms that govern spreading on the molecular scale are
not well-understood, and disagreement among experiments,
simulations, and theory remains. We use molecular dynamics
simulations to quantify the speed at which the edge of a
polymer droplet advances on a flat substrate as a function of
various environmental and design parameters. We explain the
physical mechanisms that drive and inhibit spreading, identify
different spreading regimes, and clarify transitions between spreading regimes. We demonstrate that the edge of a droplet spreads
according to a power law with two distinct regimes, which we attribute to competing physical mechanisms: a pressure difference
in the liquid droplet and molecule entanglement. This research unifies many years of liquid spreading research and has
implications for systems that involve designing complex ultrathin liquid films.

■ INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin liquid films are important in numerous physical
phenomena and engineering applications including soil science,
lubrication, manufacturing, cosmetics, and food processing,
among many others.1 In particular, micro- and nanoscale
systems and devices often rely on ultrathin polymer-based
liquid films to reduce surface effects, which become increasingly
important with decreasing scale. Examples of such systems
include hard disk drives,2 micro- and nanoelectromechanical
systems,3 microfluidic arrays,4 antibiofouling/fouling-release
coatings,5 and nanoimprint lithography;6 these systems are
ubiquitous in consumer electronics, medical devices, and
microfabrication technologies. How a polymer-based liquid
film interacts with and adsorbs onto a surface determines
properties such as surface conformation, adherence to a
substrate, and reflow of the liquid film into depletion zones,
which are often critical to performance during device operation.
Therefore, understanding the physical mechanisms that govern
how an ultrathin liquid film initially adsorbs onto a surface and
spreads can be critical to designing these systems and devices
that rely on micro- or nanoscale mechanisms.7

The most common experiment to study the spreading
kinetics of thin liquid films involves monitoring a liquid droplet,
deposited on a flat substrate by a pipet, syringe, or sharp needle,
while it spreads with time.8 During spreading, the droplet radius
R increases with time t and typically obeys a power law R ∼ tν,
where ν is the spreading exponent.9 For a macroscale droplet
spreading on a surface that it wets, Tanner’s law predicts ν =
0.1, for a droplet that retains its shape apart from a change in
scale. Tanner’s law accounts for the interaction between surface
tension and viscous forces.10

The spreading of a macroscale droplet is typically preceded
on the microscale by a precursor film, one or two monolayers
thick, which extends out from the central droplet. Two types of
theories have been developed for explaining the spreading of
these precursor films: (1) A diffusion theory that predicts ν =
0.5 based on Brownian motion of individual molecules where
the square displacement x2 = 2Dt increases linearly with time,
and D is the self-diffusion coefficient.11,12 Accordingly, several
experiments12−17 observed ν ≈ 0.5 for precursor films of
polymer liquids. (2) A recent theory by Liao et al.18 predicts ν
= 1/3 for the precursor film spreading from a microscale
droplet. This theory assumes that spreading can be modeled as
continuum flow driven by disjoining pressure in the presence of
intensified wall slip. Recent experiments by Mate19,20 confirm
that ν is close to 1/3 for many polymer liquid films.
In general, however, experiments of droplet spreading do not

report a uniform value for ν. Instead, the spreading exponent
varies over a wide range of 0.03 ≤ ν ≤ 0.32,21 depending on the
liquid−solid interaction. These studies also document multiple
distinct spreading regimes, typically with an initial fast
spreading exponent 0.31 ≤ ν ≤ 1.00 followed by a slower
one 0.1 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5.19,20,22,23 The wide range of values for ν may
indicate that different spreading mechanisms exist in different
situations.
Since experiments become increasingly difficult with

decreasing length scale, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been employed to study the spreading kinetics of liquids at
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the nanoscale. These MD studies also find a wide range of
values for the spreading exponent and report spreading based
on either a single spreading exponent ranging from 0.2 ≤ ν ≤
0.5,24−27 two spreading exponents that reveal a fast (0.4 ≤ ν ≤
1.0) followed by a relatively slow spreading exponent (0.5 ≤ ν
≤ 0.7),27−29 or even three successively slower spreading
exponents, ν ≈ 0.8 to ν ≈ 0.5 and ν ≈ 0.1,27 depending on
the simulation techniques and configuration (e.g., two- versus
three-dimensional spreading, simple versus chain-like mole-
cules, and variations in droplet size and molecular weight).
However, these MD simulations, with widely varying, and
sometimes seemingly unrelated results, have not yet provided
an explanation that unifies a multitude of reports.
Here, we employ a coarse-grained bead spring (CGBS) MD

model to quantify three-dimensional spreading of a liquid
polymer droplet on a flat substrate as a function of polymer
chain length, polymer quantity, and functional chemical end
groups of the polymer and the substrate. Liquid polymer-based
films are particularly relevant to micro- and nanoscale
applications, and experimental results are abundantly available.
We explain the physical mechanisms underlying ultrathin liquid
film spreading kinetics, and provide insight into the widely
varying experimental results documented in the literature.
Molecular Dynamics Model.We perform MD simulations

of a nanoscale liquid polymer droplet spreading on a flat
substrate using a CGBS model and the LAMMPS code.30,31

The CGBS model averages atomic interactions for computa-
tional simplicity yet preserves the essence of the molecular
structure. We consider two types of perfluoropolyether (PFPE)
polymer commonly used as lubricant in micro- and nanoscale
devices, both of which have a backbone structure of X−[(O−
CF2−CF2)p−(O−CF2)q]−O−X where (p/q ≅ 2/3): a Zdol
molecule, which terminates with a functional hydroxyl group (X
= CF2−CH2−OH), and a Z molecule, which terminates with a
nonfunctional trifluoromethyl group (X = CF3).
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the MD model before and

after spreading of the liquid polymer, which consists of

backbone beads (red) and terminating functional end beads
(green), representing the hydroxyl end group of Zdol. The flat
substrate consists of three layers of a rigid, cubic lattice
structure composed of nonfunctional beads (gray) and a
fraction Sf of functional (blue) beads on the top layer only,
which can attract functional polymer end beads (green) and
represent a functional hydroxyl group. The potential function
interactions are similar to validated potentials used in previous
research28,32−34 and are discussed in detail in the Supporting
Information (SI).

To vary the molecular mass, we vary the polymer molecule
length from 10 ≤ N ≤ 400 beads for both polymer types, while
maintaining a constant bead mass of 0.2 kg/mol. We also vary
the quantity of polymer in the simulation from 5000 ≤ Q ≤
40 000 beads, and the functional substrate fraction from 0% ≤
Sf ≤ 100%, which defines the fraction of substrate beads that
attract functional polymer end beads.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Despite the molecular scale of our simulations, we observe
liquid polymer spreading to be most consistent with the
concept of continuum flow where a pressure difference drives,
and viscosity inhibits flow. This contrasts with many reports
that identify diffusion as the driving mechanism of liquid
polymer spreading.12−17 Specifically, we observe three spread-
ing scenarios: pressure-driven flow characterized by a fast
spreading regime; pressure-driven, entanglement inhibited flow
characterized by a fast spreading regime followed by a slow
spreading regime; and pressure-driven, chemically inhibited
flow characterized by a slow spreading regime. Figures 2−4
illustrate the extreme cases considered in this work, and Tables
S1−S3 of the SI provide the results for intermediate cases. We
also provide videos in the SI to illustrate the evolution of the
pressure and entanglement maps, the droplet edge radius, and
the side view of the droplet as it spreads with time (Videos S1−
S3).

Pressure-Driven Flow. Figure 2 illustrates spreading of
liquid Z and Zdol polymer droplets with Sf = 0%, N = 10
beads/molecule, and Q = 10 000 polymer beads. Figure 2a
shows the droplet edge radius as a function of spreading time.
To quantify the spreading exponent ν, we fit straight lines
(least-squares method) to data points at 100 000 time-step
intervals, where dτ is one time-step. We simultaneously evaluate
the droplet thickness profile to determine whether a central
droplet is present (see insets), which we define as a thickness
greater than the precursor film thickness of 3σ, where σ is the
diameter of one bead.32 In this paper, we adopt the convention
in Figures 2−4 that solid and hollow markers indicate that a
central droplet is present or has depleted, respectively. We also
depict in one of the insets in Figure 2a a molecular view of the
precursor film that has spread to a thickness of approximately
one bead. From Figure 2a we observe that the central droplet
depletes quickly, and spreading with a power exponent ν ≈ 1/3
occurs both when the central droplet is present and when it is
absent.
Figure 2b shows the pressure difference (ΔP) and the

entanglement index (EI) within a droplet as a function of time
for the Z polymer with N = 10 and Q = 10 000. The pressure
difference (ΔP) is defined as the difference in pressure near the
substrate (less than 3σ in height) between the outermost 20%
and innermost 20% radii of the droplet. The entanglement
index (EI) is defined as the average number of beads that
remain within 2σ of each other for at least 100 000 time steps.35

We fit a curve to data points at 100 000 time-step intervals yet
show markers at 600 000 time-step intervals for clarity. From
Figure 2b, we observe that the pressure difference defined in
this manner decreases quickly after spreading starts, and
approaches zero once the central droplet has depleted. The EI
is large at the inception of spreading because a cylinder initially
confines the liquid polymer, but when allowed to spread, the
short molecules spread freely, causing the EI to decrease
immediately. Note that EI ≈ 4 indicates molecules are largely
untangled, as the presence of persistent contacts from adjacent

Figure 1. Molecular dynamics simulation before and after spreading of
the liquid polymer with functional end groups (Zdol).
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beads of the same molecule cause an EI > 0. The polymer
molecules do not remain entangled because a molecule length
of N = 10 is below the critical entanglement length, initially
established for a primitive chain by Kremer et al.36 and
previously identified for our model as N ≈ 20.32,37

The insets in Figure 2b show the corresponding pressure
(side view, averaged over 500 000 time steps) and entangle-
ment (top view) maps (color scale provided). The pressure
map insets depict an area of high pressure at the center base of
the droplet at the inception of spreading, which creates a
pressure difference that drives the molecules outward. The
outer edges of the droplet show negative pressure, indicating
that the outer molecules undergo tension. We attribute this to
the van der Waals attraction between the polymer and
substrate, which pulls the molecules outward.
We report the total pressure which is due mostly to

disjoining pressure. We calculate the capillary component of the
driving pressure difference at the beginning of the simulation
using the radius of curvature of the central droplet and the
surface tension. The capillary component comprises approx-
imately 4% of the driving pressure difference for Z polymer
with N = 10 and Q = 10 000 and less than 10% for other cases.
This indicates that the high pressure at the center of the droplet
near the substrate is due mostly to molecular attraction
between substrate and polymer liquid. The pressure within the
central droplet drives the molecules to spread and neither
entanglement nor chemical bonding to the substrate inhibits
molecule motion. The pressure in the precursor film is due to
disjoining pressure as the radius of curvature tends to infinity.
Figure 2c further illustrates the mechanisms identified in

Figure 2b. We display one-quarter of the Z polymer droplet
with N = 10 and Q = 10 000 at the inception (left) and
completion (right) of spreading, corresponding to the first and
last data points of Figure 2a,b. Different shades of green depict
different Z molecules except for two tagged molecules
highlighted in red and blue, which we monitor during
spreading. Black arcs correspond to the edge radius (outside
the field of view for the right panel). From Figure 2c, we
observe that the two short Z molecules entangle when
spreading begins but untangle and separate by the end of the
simulation.
Our simulations also indicate a significant slip of the polymer

molecules over the substrate surface during spreading. Thus,
while spreading may behave like pressure-driven continuum
flow, it occurs without the zero slip condition at the liquid−
solid interface commonly used for analyzing continuum flow.
Figure S2 shows lubricant displacement maps at the beginning
and end of the simulation for each spreading scenario and
indicates significant wall slip of the precursor film for the case
of pressure-driven flow. This agrees with previously reported
velocity profiles that indicate slip of the precursor film at the
substrate interface.32 We also note that our observation of ν ≈
1/3 is in agreement with the theoretical predictions of Liao et
al.18 for a precursor film spreading from a droplet in the case of
continuum flow driven by disjoining pressure and with
intensive slip at the liquid−solid interface, the same conditions
verified in our simulations.
We point out that once the central droplet has depleted, the

spreading exponent remains ν ≈ 1/3 for these short polymer
molecules (N = 10), in contrast with longer chain polymers
discussed next where spreading speed slows dramatically once
the central droplet and the corresponding pressure difference
depletes. For these short polymer molecules, one may expect
molecular diffusion with ν ≈ 0.5 to dominate spreading once
the backing pressure from the central droplet dissipates.
Presumably, even though the polymer molecules are untangled
at this stage, there are still sufficient molecule-to-molecule

Figure 2. Pressure-driven flow. (a) Edge radius versus spreading time
for Z and Zdol (Sf = 0%, N = 10 beads/molecule, Q = 10 000 beads).
Solid and hollow markers indicate that a central droplet exists or has
depleted, respectively. Insets show the droplet thickness profiles at
various spreading times (the vertical scale is 10 times larger than the
horizontal one, for clarity). (b) Pressure difference and entanglement
index (EI) versus time for Z (N = 10, Q = 10 000). The insets show
pressure maps (side view) and entanglement maps (top view) of the
droplet. (c) Z molecules at the onset (left) and at the end (right) of
spreading.
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interactions to inhibit regular Brownian motion diffusion,
leading to the slower ν ≈ 1/3 exponent.
Pressure-Driven, Entanglement Inhibited Flow. Figure

3 illustrates spreading of a Z polymer droplet, a Zdol droplet
with Sf = 0%, and a Zdol droplet with Sf = 100%, where N =

400 beads/molecule and Q = 10 000 polymer beads. Figure 3a
shows the droplet edge radius as a function of time during
spreading, while the insets show the droplet thickness profiles
and a molecular view of the precursor film that spreads to a
thickness of less than 3σ. From Figure 3a, we observe that two
regimes describe the droplet edge radius during spreading: an
initial fast regime where ν = 0.29−0.34 ≈ 1/3 and,
subsequently, a slower regime where ν = 0.11−0.13 ≈ 1/10.
As illustrated by the droplet thickness profile insets, we observe
that the transition in spreading speed occurs when the center
droplet depletes. This agrees with observations by Mate,19,20

Kim et al.,23 and Hardy38 who show the importance of the
central droplet in spreading, and Heslot et al.13,14 who observe
that the central droplet acts as a limited-volume reservoir,
emptied when the droplet completely wets. It is also in
agreement with results presented by Wei et al.39 that relate line
tension of a single adsorbed polymer to spreading. As discussed
next, unlike with short molecules, entanglement causes
spreading to slow when the pressure in the central droplet
no longer drives the molecules outward.
We note that the slower spreading regime is similar to that

predicted by Tanner’s law, despite the different physical
mechanisms driving spreading in these two cases. From Figure
S2, we observe that spreading is slow for cases that exhibit
minimal wall slip. Since Tanner’s law assumes no wall slip, we
believe that this is the reason spreading is similar for these
cases.
Figure 3b shows the pressure difference and entanglement

index as a function of time within a droplet of Z polymer with
N = 400 and Q = 10 000. From Figure 3b, we observe that the
droplet pressure difference decreases after spreading starts and,
after the central droplet depletes, the pressure difference does
not change by more than approximately 1 ε/σ3, indicating the
droplet is reaching close to an equilibrium pancake shape, in
agreement with De Gennes et al.9 At the onset of spreading, the
inset shows an area of high pressure within the central droplet,
which creates a pressure difference that drives the molecules
outward and disappears as soon as the central droplet depletes.
We also observe that the EI is large at the inception of

spreading because a cylinder initially confines the polymer, but,
when allowed to spread, the EI decreases to approximately EI ≈
5. We observe that the EI decreases slower and remains larger
than for short molecules (comparing to Figure 2b, where short
molecules take less than 0.5 × 106 dτ for the EI to reach a
steady state of approximately 4). At the inception of spreading,
the inset shows that the entire droplet entangles, but at the end
of the simulation, the inset shows that the EI is larger
throughout the droplet compared to short molecules and also
reveals that local regions of very high entanglement remain at
the end of the simulation, indicated by dark red regions not
observed in Figure 2b. This depicts where molecules cross and
entangle, which slows spreading in the absence of a pressure
difference caused by the central droplet.
Figure 3c further illustrates the mechanism of polymer

spreading. We display one-quarter of the Z polymer droplet
with N = 400 and Q = 10 000 at the inception (left) and
completion (right) of spreading, corresponding to the first and
last data points of Figure 3a,b, where black arcs correspond to
the edge radius. From Figure 3c, we observe two long Z
molecules that loop around and through each other and
themselves at the beginning of the simulation. These molecules
tightly entangle at the beginning of the simulation and remain
largely intertwined at the end of the simulation. We notice,

Figure 3. Pressure-driven, entanglement inhibited flow. (a) Edge
radius versus spreading time for Z, Zdol with Sf = 0%, and Zdol with Sf
= 100% (N = 400 beads/molecule, Q = 10 000 polymer beads). Solid
and hollow markers indicate that a central droplet exists or has
depleted, respectively. Insets show the droplet thickness profiles at
various spreading times (the vertical scale is 10 times larger than the
horizontal one, for clarity). (b) Pressure difference and entanglement
index (EI) versus time for Z (N = 400, Q = 10 000). The insets show
pressure maps (side view) and entanglement maps (top view) of the
droplet. (c) Z molecules at the onset (left) and after (right) spreading.
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however, that spreading causes the ends of the molecules to
untangle although the center portions of the molecules remain
tangled. We qualitatively refer to these untangled ends as
branches that stretch away from the entangled droplet center.
Entangled regions form in the center of the droplet, but the
branches constrict and stretch away from the entangled regions,
spreading only a finite distance as the middle region of the
molecule remains largely entangled and immobile. In the case
of long Zdol molecules (N = 400) functional end beads attract
to the substrate, but since only 0.5% of the long Zdol molecule
is functional, the nonfunctional backbone beads inhibit
functional polymer end beads from attracting other functional
polymer end beads or functional substrate beads, resulting in
spreading that is almost identical to that of long Z molecules.
Thus, for long molecules, the spreading kinetics is independent
of polymer type and substrate functional fraction, indicating
that molecular entanglement is a dominant mechanism that
governs spreading of long molecules.
Pressure-Driven, Chemically Inhibited Flow. Figure 4

illustrates spreading of a liquid Zdol droplet with Sf = 100%, N
= 10 beads/molecule, and Q = 10 000 polymer beads. Figure 4a
shows the droplet edge radius as a function of time as it
spreads, while the insets show the droplet thickness profiles and
a molecular view of the spreading front. From Figure 4a, we
observe that the central droplet does not deplete within the
simulation duration, and only a slow spreading speed of ν =
0.16 occurs. Because 20% of the short Zdol polymer molecules
(N = 10) is functional and, thus, can attach to the fully
functional substrate, many molecules pin in place, which
severely constrains polymer motion. This agrees with the
observations by Min et al.,17 Mate,20 and Noble et al.37 that
spreading slows with increasing number of hydroxyl groups.
Although pressure in the central droplet drives spreading, the
attraction of functional groups to the substrate is the dominant
mechanism inhibiting flow. Hence, we observe that the
spreading exponent can also be sensitive to changes in the
liquid−solid interaction as opposed to the liquid−liquid
interaction, which is in agreement with experiments by Lelah
et al.21

Figure 4b shows the pressure difference and entanglement
within a droplet as a function of time for Zdol with N = 10 and
Q = 10 000. From Figure 4b, we observe that the droplet
pressure difference remains high throughout the simulation
because the molecular end groups constrain spreading, so that
the central droplet and the area of high pressure caused by it do
not deplete during the simulation. We also observe that the EI
is high at the inception of spreading and increases slightly with
time due to the functional end beads attracting each other and
locally forming regions of high end bead density, which we refer
to as end bead clusters.32,37 The insets show that the polymers
are clustered at the beginning and end of the simulation, except
within the precursor foot, which agrees with the simulations by
Albrecht et al.24 that document entangled molecules in the
central part of the droplet, whereas outer molecules become
progressively free.
In Figure 4c we display one-quarter of the droplet for Zdol

with N = 10 and Q = 10 000 at the inception (left) and
completion (right) of spreading, corresponding to the first and
last data points of Figure 4a and b, where black arcs correspond
to the edge radius. From Figure 4c, we observe two short Zdol
molecules that entangle at the beginning of the simulation.
Clusters of functional end beads, which we indicate with an
extra black circle (solid black in insets), form in the center

region of the droplet due to the attraction of functional
polymer end beads to each other and to the functional substrate
beads. The location of the tagged molecules does not change

Figure 4. Pressure-driven, chemically inhibited flow. (a) Edge radius
versus spreading time for Zdol (Sf = 100%, N = 10 beads/molecule, Q
= 10 000 polymer beads). Solid and hollow markers indicate that a
central droplet exists or has depleted, respectively. Insets show the
droplet thickness profiles at various spreading times (the vertical scale
is 10 times larger than the horizontal one, for clarity). (b) Pressure
difference and entanglement index (EI) versus time. The insets show
pressure maps (side view) and entanglement maps (top view) of the
droplet. (c) Zdol molecules at the onset (left) and after (right)
spreading; functional end groups are indicated with a black circle
(solid black in insets).
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throughout the simulation because the functional end beads
attach to functional substrate beads, inhibiting spreading. At the
end of the simulation, we observe that the blue molecule
stretches away from the droplet center but cannot spread freely
because one functional bead pins to the substrate, which
inhibits slip and, thus, the theoretical predictions of Liao et al.18

do not hold. Thus, in the case of short Zdol molecules
spreading on a functional substrate, the attraction of functional
end beads to each other and to the substrate is the dominant
mechanism, and almost completely inhibits polymer spreading
despite the pressure created by the presence of a central
droplet, which results in a constant, slow spreading exponent ν
≈ 1/10.
Comparison to Experiments. We further justify these

results in the context of previous experiments of liquid
spreading. Our results agree closely with those obtained by
Mate,19,20 likely because we study similar polymers and a
similar range of molecular weights. Our results also qualitatively
agree with Wang et al.40,41 who observed a slow spreading
mechanism ν ≈ 0.1 for partially wetting liquids in the later
stages of spreading and with Lelah et al.21 who measured
spreading exponents mostly within the range ν = 0.10−0.15 but
as high as ν ≈ 0.32 and as low as ν ≈ 0.03. The majority of the
spreading exponents we obtain in our simulations are within
the range ν = 0.10−0.16, but we observe values as high as ν =
0.38. We do not observe a very slow mechanism, i.e., ν < 0.1,
but we have shown previously that for very short, functional
molecules, almost no spreading occurs because the functional
groups cluster and no other driving mechanism is sufficiently
strong to break the clusters.37

Rafai et al.42 only observed a slow spreading exponent, but
used very high molecular weight polymers, corresponding to N
≈ 20 000 in our simulations. We observe, however, that for N =
400, molecular entanglement slows spreading significantly, and
for extremely long molecules this effect may be even more
pronounced such that only a slow spreading speed occurs. Ma
et al.15 and Min et al.17 used polymers and molecular weights
similar to those studied in our simulations, but they observed a
faster ν ≈ 0.5 spreading exponent. However, Ma et al. and Min
et al. did not use droplets in the experiments; instead, the
substrates were partially dip coated. This approach limits
spreading to one direction and supplies a very large reservoir
with a high-pressure region to drive spreading. O’Connor et
al.22 also used the partial dip coating technique and,
correspondingly, observed very fast spreading exponents of ν
≈ 1.0 followed by ν ≈ 0.5. The results obtained by O’Connor
et al. were similar for both Z and Zdol. Our simulations
attribute this to the bare silicon wafer used by O’Connor et al.,
which had no functional groups, whereas Min et al. reported
slower spreading for functional polymer on modified silicon
wafers with bonded Zdol, similar to our observations of Zdol
spreading on a functional surface.
The height of the droplets in our simulations is a few

nanometers, similar to droplets studied in experi-
ments.15,17,19,20,22 However, the droplet volumes in our
simulations (on the order of 10−21 L) are several orders of
magnitude less that those typically used in experiments (2 fL −
25 μL),19−21,40−42 which may be a source of discrepancy. Figure
S3 in the SI shows that the spreading exponent increases with
increasing droplet volume, especially for short, nonfunctional
molecules. We anticipate that the spreading speed may
approach ν ≈ 0.5 with larger volume droplets.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The leading edge of a liquid polymer droplet advances as a
power law R ∼ tν with two successive regimes, one fast ν =
0.27−0.38 and one slow ν = 0.10−0.16, which we attribute to
competing mechanisms: a pressure difference in the droplet
and entanglement of polymer molecules. This is similar to
continuum flow of a liquid where the flow rate is dependent on
the local pressure difference and inversely proportional to the
effective viscosity, and contrasts with earlier reports that
identify diffusion as the main spreading mechanism.
Our simulations can be used to predict the spreading

behavior of an ultrathin polymeric liquid film based on the
molecular weight, quantity, and chemical groups of the
polymer. If a central droplet exists to feed polymer into the
precursor film, pressure drives spreading and a fast mechanism
occurs. However, if the central droplet depletes, the driving
pressure difference vanishes and may cause spreading to slow.
Molecular weight, or molecule length, directly influences
polymer spreading as follows:
Long molecules spread quickly during the initial stages of

spreading driven by the pressure difference caused by the
central droplet. However, long molecules constrict around
entangled regions, inhibiting spreading after the central droplet
depletes.
Small molecules spread rapidly regardless of the presence of

the central droplet, because no mechanism inhibits their
motion, but still with a lower spreading exponent than expected
for molecular diffusion (ν ≈ 1/3 vs ν ≈ 0.5).
Functional groups of the polymer and substrate also greatly

affect spreading. Functional polymer groups attract each other
and functional substrate groups, causing the molecules to
cluster and to pin to the substrate, inhibiting spreading. For
short molecules with functional end groups, this mechanism
can be dominant and greatly slow spreading despite the
presence of a central droplet, particularly if the substrate is also
functional, allowing most molecules next to the substrate to
become pinned.

■ METHODS
We use a time step of 0.03 ps throughout all MD simulations. First, the
polymer equilibrates within a cylinder of diameter 23 nm for at least 7
ns, which represents the pipet in experiments to deposit a droplet on a
substrate. We use a quasi-random distribution43 to determine the
initial position of the first bead of every molecular chain, and base the
initial position of the additional beads belonging to each molecular
chain on a random walk approach, starting from the first bead. We
remove the cylinder at time t = 0, and the polymer spreads on a flat
substrate for 250 ns. The polymer is free to move according to the
microcanonical ensemble, and the temperature of the model is
constant at 300 K using a Langevin thermostat. The substrate remains
rigid throughout the simulation and periodic boundary conditions exist
in the x- and z-directions (see coordinate system in Figure 1) although
the polymer does not cross any boundary during any simulation in this
work.

We quantify the spreading speed of the droplet by fitting the
smallest circle that encompasses every polymer bead, iteratively
converging on a final circle radius until exclusion of the outlying beads
changes the radius by less than 10%. We fit a straight line through the
natural logarithm of the radius of this circle as a function of the natural
logarithm of the corresponding spreading time, where the slope
represents the power law spreading exponent. We obtain the droplet
profile by low-pass filtering the maximum value of the polymer y-
coordinate (cutoff frequency of 0.1 [1/nm], based on spectral analysis)
as a function of the x-coordinate (see coordinate system in Figure 1),
in which the vertical scale is 10 times larger than the horizontal one,
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for clarity. We calculate pressure by summing the negative trace of the
per-bead stress tensor for all polymer beads in the simulation divided
by the droplet volume and the number of diagonal terms (three
dimensions in our simulations). We obtain local pressure maps (side
view with vertical scale 10 times larger than the horizontal one, for
clarity) by averaging along the radial coordinate over 500 000 time
steps. We quantify the pressure difference by subtracting the pressure
of the innermost 20% and outermost 20% of polymer near the
substrate (less than 3σ in thickness). We also quantify entanglement
by averaging the number of close (2σ), persistent (100 000 time steps)
contacting beads for each bead in the simulation, similar to the
definition of entanglement by Likhtman et al.35 We obtain local
entanglement maps employing the same method.
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